Repeatability of kinetic and kinematic measurements in gait studies of the lower limb amputee.
During the last few years considerable attention has been given to the use of gait analysis as a tool for clinical use. The instrumentation for measurement of the kinetics and kinematics of human locomotion was originally designed for research use. Extension of its use into the clinical field calls for simplified methodology and clearly defined protocols with precise identification of the relevant parameters for the analysis. Force platforms, TV-computer and pylon transducer systems were used for collection of kinetic and kinematic data of five normal subjects, 10 below-knee, 10 above-knee and one hip disarticulation amputee. The repeatability tests showed significant differences in the measured parameters. These variations are attributed to the methodology of the analysis and the step to step variation of the subjects' gait. Differences in the degree of step to step variation between various amputee and normal subjects are quantified. In this presentation the capability of present day systems to perform repeatable gait measurements is discussed. A computational method for determination of representative measurements for the purposes of biomechanical evaluation and comparison as well as quantification of the degree of repeatability is described.